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Foreword
It was written that God created the universe in six days. What day it is
now, I wonder? For centuries, men of letters, vision, and science, have been
at odds with men of ‘God’ as to the parameters of God’s existence.
Contemplating that conflict while attempting to survive a major heart
attack I was answered by an epiphany that I can only believe was inspired
by the Almighty. In the middle of the night, while attached to a great
many tubes, wires, and things of whose function no one is really certain, I
was granted a vision of the ultimate beginning and ending of a wondrous
story.
Throughout my adult life I have started many a fictional story, but
never managed to finish one. Wonderful characters and situations trailed
off into literary dead ends. Suddenly, the majority of them came together
into a story of God’s attempt to guide us into performing a specific task.
The big question is: are we, as a species, up to that task? Or are we
destined to give into the ways of greed, be it theological, social, or worst of
all, generational?
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Prologue
109,627 BC
In the system of the Nissarians
They couldn’t believe what they were seeing. The captain of the Phontax
starship was the first of the Great One’s minions to lay eyes on the mythical
vessel. The Brood were indeed upon this planet and the Tesslan slaves within the hold would now begin their destruction by constructing another
Temple of Death. By all accounts this would be the six hundred sixty-sixth
Temple made to destroy the hated Brood. Not a single one of the Great
One’s offers had been met with anything but derision and war. The mighty
Brood were the fiercest warriors in the universe. One on one, a Brood King
could not be defeated by anything alive. It took six Dread Lords to match
one of the huge servants of the hated Brood Queens.
The ocular intensifier showed a disturbing piece of information. There
was a Queen being loaded into the huge ship! Moreover, there appeared
to be several more in line to go along with the first. That meant that the
Phontax had been spotted and the Great One’s mightiest enemies were attempting to flee. The captain’s study of the command log assigned to his
starship indicated that it had been assisting in the extermination the Brood
for over three hundred thousand Phontax generations. It had taken that
long to fight through the thousands of Brood allies to find and capture
their home world of Ata. This was the last place that a Queen lived, and
there was more than one of them here. The Phontax captain argued with
themselves over the proper course of action for three whole rotations before
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giving the orders. In that time, the huge Brood vessel had been loaded with
six of the largest creatures in the universe.
The Phontax starship landed as far from the seas as it was possible to
get and offloaded the Tesslans to begin their task under the overseerage of
just six Phontax. It was not a long process, but long enough, so that when
lifting again into orbit they felt the dismay of seeing the huge vessel accelerating away. The Phontax gave chase and soon overtook the prize, being
much faster than the Brood behemoth that was a hundred thousand times
the mass of their own ship.
The fleeing Queens were caught before they could make the next outsystem orbit and the Phontax let loose with all of the weapons carried in
the external cradles. Nearly all of the three hundred weapons struck the
fleeing ship, but it was so massive that it barely slowed at all. What it did
do was suddenly change course. The stern was now pointing directly at the
Phontax ship. There was a moment of fear when the Phontax captain remembered a lesson from their childhood: ‘for every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction’. That fear was countered by the knowledge that the
following forces of the Great One would have sure information about the
vessel that he coveted so dearly. The Brood ship engaged all of their Angelhearts simultaneously and the Phontax ship was the focus-point of enough
energy to move a planetoid from one star system to another at a sizable
fraction of the speed of light. The inertia inflicted on the relatively tiny
ship was enough to turn its inhabitants into a smear across the internal
bulkheads before it became nothing but a deposit of high grade iron ore on
another planet in the Nissarian system, a few tenths of a rotation later.
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1653 AD
On the Northern Coast of Ireland
Bjorn Clinkhammer was beyond dazed. Never since his first voyage
had a shore-bound farmer put him on his arse. The scrawny man did not
want to let Bjorn have his eldest daughter for the night in thanksgiving for
returning alive from the sea. It was fact that war must now exist between
the Vikings of Reykjavik and these Irishmen. He was about to get up and
kill the man, when the weight of a priest’s crook planted on his chest caused
him to pause. He was new to the worship of the One God over those of
his ancestors, and unsure of his new religion’s views on Viking tradition.
Taking the first woman you touch upon standing again on the land was
not really a religious tradition, but had been the way of the Seamen of the
Northern Lights for centuries beyond reckoning. Indeed, the majority of
his crew were already in possession of a mate for the night, and there was
no resistance from any but this fire-headed farmer Roberts.
He had been in these waters often enough to understand much of their
speech. If he understood the farmer correctly, he had already paid dower
on the girl. If Bjorn took the equally red-headed daughter for the night,
she would be given back to the very poor farmer, who would then be done
out of the money paid to be rid of her from his table. Bjorn understood the
ways of poverty, for he had seen its many privations from the lands of the
midnight sun to the southern tip of the Africas.
The priest seemed to have an idea. The man that the girl was to wed
was summoned. Two small coastal fishing dories were brought out and the
task set. The wager was decreed by the priest; the one of them who rowed
fastest to the small spire some two miles out and back, would have the girl
for the night, and the loser would reimburse the farmer for the dower he
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had already paid. No matter who won, Cedrik must wed her on the next
new moon as originally agreed and bonded before the cross.
Gambling was as much a passion to the warriors of the North as it
was to these Irish farmers, or for that matter the Pygmy headhunters of
Congolia. The Norsemen who had already claimed a woman for the night
(or those women of his crew that had claimed a man) held them close, but
wagering amongst all those present was quite rampant.
At the priest’s signal, Bjorn and farmer Cedrik launched themselves
into the mild surf. Soon there were other boats, and even his own longship,
rowing alongside to cheer the racers on. Bjorn had thought to easily outrow the farmer, but the man’s shoulders were stronger than they looked.
As they rounded the spire they were close on to each other. Then Bjorn
spied something that puzzled, then amazed, and finally infuriated him.
There were landlubbers at the oars of his ship! His sister Brindl was at the
tiller, and he couldn’t fault her there. She had been born on the high seas
and he would pit her skill at the oars against anyone in the longhouses of
Iceland.
Bjorn watched and fumed for so long that Cedrik oared into the lead.
He noticed that the farmer might be a strong man, but he was not a seaman. He was stroking hard for the shore at a bad angle. It would make little
difference in something as large as the longship they had come here in, but
these tiny fishing dories needed a different touch in how you rowed with
the waves. Bjorn pulled harder at his starboard oar and soon had a more
following sea. He began timing his strokes to the rising swells and with a
great heave surfed ahead to make the landfall some dozen heartbeats ahead
of Cedrik.
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Young Caitlin was his for the night and Cedrik laughed mightily as he
claimed Brindl after returning the dower the farmer had given him. The
next week saw several dozen races run with both victor and loser claiming
the first woman or man they grabbed upon making landfall.
Man-O-War HMS Regency came to anchor in the night and the Norse
prepared to go down fighting. Instead, the Priest and the local Council
of Elders interceded. The ship’s captain, Sir Cassius Clay, the Marquis of
Queensbury, agreed that it was a better idea to see men working in concert
to truly prove who the better master of the sea was. He launched both of
his ten-oar deck boats for a contest between his own crew and the best ten
Bjorn could muster. The English noble was thinking himself the easy winner when Bjorn cast off with five Norse warriors, three Irish farmers, and
two women. He was quite chagrined to be beaten so badly by such a motley crew, but he was a man of honor and paid up the two score bars of silver
after taking Brindl. While they enjoyed themselves, his steward prepared a
sumptuous feast for all.
When Bjorn and crew finally departed, there were other longboats
coming in for the same wagering festivities. It was the wagering upon keen
oarsmanship that held the fervor rather than the night comforts of ancient
tradition.
Word of such maritime racing spread and by decree of the church, a
race was to commence on the equinox of the following year. The prize was
to be the English Queen’s weight in gold to the crew that first made it from
the City of London to Reykjavik and back. Nigh on six hundred boats of
every description heeded the call and presented themselves on the river
Thames for the castoff. The winning captain just happened to be Bjorn,
and in celebration, he made his first touch upon the English Queen. All
of her subjects tensed and held themselves ready to fight for that insult.
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They were beyond surprised when Her Majesty not only acquiesced, but
drug him by the beard, shedding her clothes along the way, to the longtent
erected for the purpose. That left her husband, the Prince Consort, to be
touched by Brindl.
The chest of gold was traded bit by bit for many different things over
time. The following year’s race happened to be won by a group of oarsmen
from the far south of Africa. Soon there were other races about the world,
but always did those who raced honor ancient Viking tradition and take
the first touched, in thanksgiving, for the safe return to land. Many who
raced unfortunately did not return. Breadth of shoulders must needs be
welded to strength of mind to come home from the dangers of the high
seas.

(((  )))

6,297 AC (after contact)
The bubbling excitement of the children was hard to contain as the
Teacher settled before them. They had been waiting for this moment for
many rotations. To actually have one of the Great Aeros come to them to
tell the history, was an honor beyond all others. They watched as the immense being took in a whole cask of water in preparation. With a clearing
of her throat that caused the trees to shudder, they grew silent in anticipation.
“When the last bits of the universe cooled from the dissolution of
Omega, there was stillness. Every potential held itself in readiness for what-
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ever would come. Whether this was for a blink of the eye, or an eternity,
was a question that had no meaning for there was no time.
“From within all there came Alpha. It was a disturbance, a thought, a
command!

“I
“Everything that was and would be, came to I. Slowly and all at once I
became all. Reveling in the thrill of self, I became aware of a need, a void,
an emptiness that must be filled.

“AM
The words reverberated through the young audience as they absorbed
them. This was their beginning. Though there had been countless beginnings before, and would be many hence, this one was the most important,
for it was theirs.
The circled children had eyes only for the Teacher, and didn’t notice
their parents slowly edging in behind them to hear the words once more.
“The ecstasy of physical creation left I AM divided. One by one all was
examined. Every particle, every wave, everything that was, held delight
with its differentness and I AM laughed with the beauty of it. For uncountable eons I AM rested. In time, the memory of the ecstasy of creation
pulled at self.
“With much reflection, I AM decided that self was bored. It was then
that I AM uttered the First Question: Is this all that I am? Then gave self
the Answer: ‘I am whatever I choose to be’. The Choice was made and I
AM’s own being sent forth the stuff of life. I AM was pleased, for now there
was in the universe the stuff of chance and whimsy.”
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There was a moment of rumbling laughter from the immense Teacher
as a tiny butterfly flitted about one of her eyes. The laughter died away as
she became serious once more, and the listeners watched the deepening
majesty ripple through the colors of her being.
“I AM became frustrated with life, for the beings watched had no
knowledge outside of themselves.”
The tiny insect flew off without seeming to know who or what it had
been flying about.
“Self came to know loneliness, but when I AM reached out to life, life
recoiled from the power and majesty. All of life, save one kind, perished
and the sparks of their souls returned. I AM grieved.”
The children shivered as they felt the sadness radiating out from the
Teacher.
“When the last life was examined, there was disappointment. The tiny
beings had been stuck in a hole between spiritual and physical in the fabric
of creation. Too small and primitive to even know self, they were set aside
with sad loneliness.
“Self then gave forth the stuff of life with the ability to evolve, to see
beyond the self, to love. And there was life throughout the universe once
more. As life grew and flourished, I AM was pleased, for life now had the
capacity to look for and find love. Uncountable generations of life passed
as I AM waited for them to find and to love I AM.
“Loneliness grew, however, and when at last it could no longer be tolerated, I AM erupted in creation. I AM let forth the largest portion of self
that had ever been given and I WANT was born.”
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The teacher radiated in ripples of foreboding that had the children
huddling with their neighbors for comfort.
“Into the being upon which I AM gazed, the entire reservoir of the raw
power of creation was poured. At that moment, the being was facing a decision of what to eat for its morning meal. So powerful was the invasion of
WANT into the being’s soul that it immediately fell upon the nearest food
and savagely consumed it. Only after sating hunger did the being come to
see that he had eaten she who had given him birth.”
Whimpers of shock and sadness erupted from the listeners, child and
parent alike.
“I AM looked upon the carnage with great sadness, and reached out to
pull I WANT back into self. I AM could not do so. In creating I WANT,
I AM had relinquished the chaotic power of creation, and with it the ability to directly touch the physical. The universe was studied and only the
‘holies’ whose sparks of life were outside of the purely physical could be
touched.
“I AM was Blocked!
“I AM was Determined!
“I AM Plotted!”
Anticipation and fear grappled within each listener as they contemplated the confrontation.
“I WANT was dissatisfied with the shell in which he found himself. It
was not very mobile, despite the ferocity with which it had sated his first
appetite. There was another creature nearby that stared at him with awe,
and I WANT slid into it.”
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An eyestalk suddenly shot straight out at one child which the other
children feared for his bullying ways.
“From body to body he poured his essence.”
The eye flicked from child to child and they were all filled with trepidation at the thought that they would have no control if I WANT came for
them.
“The creatures of the land were more pleasant to inhabit, but tended
to die more easily than the swamp life about the shores. It didn’t take more
than a million revolutions for I WANT to have total dominion over the
planet. As boredom set in, I WANT began to look beyond the planet.”
All of the Teacher’s eyes looked up into the blue sky as if searching for
something.
“He stretched out from the body with his will to the cosmos. He could
feel the presence of souls throughout the stars. The desire to add them to
his possession became so focused that a sting of chaos flashed out at one
spot.”
The children all gave a scream of fear as the Teacher suddenly shot a
tentacle to the heavens.
“There was a change in the feelings there, and it was satisfying to affect
something so far away. Time and again he wasted host bodies, reaching out
to sting what life he could.”
More screams as the teacher flicked her tentacles out at them in rapid
randomness, filling them with fear of undeserved evil.
“Then I WANT came upon a blank spot in his perceptions, a planet far
across the galaxy. Examine it though he might, he couldn’t discern what it
was. He stabbed it with the most powerful sting that he could. Time and
10
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again he stabbed at the blank spot until there were no more of his favorite
creatures left.”
Everyone listening could feel the sadness that wastage caused.
“The next best species didn’t have as much power and he went back to
stirring those planets that responded to his sting. Millions of species came
and went as he stabbed at the universe. Then the blankness broke apart into
uncountable numbers, and began to move.”
Colors of incredulity rippled across the Teacher.
“In places where he had little effect with his sting, they settled and
grew. They were everywhere, and he watched as one moved close enough
for him to reach its mind. He drew on its desires and led it to him to learn
how to move his physical anchor between the stars.
“The beautiful creature was not willing to be his shell, and he was consumed with rage at the unfulfilled desire. He ate the creature instead, and
took her vessel to visit the motes of life that he could affect.”
Barks and whistles of lamentation issued from the audience as they
realized that this was one of the ancient Angelicans.
“One after another he visited them, until he found the Dread Crabs
of An. They were tough enough to maintain his presence for their natural
lifespan and beyond.”
Cringing fear radiated from the huge Teacher.
“A string of dense blanknesses settled in across a nearby cluster at the
same time he became aware of the presence of an incredibly large vessel.”
All of the children instinctively looked at the depression lake beyond
the village.
11
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“Frustration warred with greed, and I WANT lashed out with the full
power executable from a Dread Lord of An. The blanknesses in the entire
galaxy disappeared. Satisfied, he settled into the strongest Dread Lord to
await the delivery of the Vessel he would use to complete the conquest of
the universe. The Empire of I WANT converged on the vessel, conquering
planets as they went. That is, until they finally encountered the Brood who
owned the vessel he craved.”
Flickers of grim determination radiated out from the Teacher.
“The Brood fought back!” She paused to allow the children to absorb
the enormity of such a conflict.
“While the Brood kept the Empire of I WANT occupied, I AM manipulated the ‘holies’.”
The Teacher paused to let the children’s anticipation mount, because
this was it. This was where the true story of their existence began, and every
listener gathered closer.
“The ‘holies’ were unique as the only life form to survive the first touch
of I AM. So small they were that even I AM did not bother with them
until beginning to plot. They, of all life forms, were outside of the growing
struggle for control of all that is. I WANT was unable to perceive their true
nature. Their existence, between the realms of physical and spiritual, could
be used to affect the probabilities of chance.
“This became invaluable when I WANT began to sting at them. The
energy of those stings could be bent to purpose. I AM used it to attach ‘holies’ to the souls that would be his tools to bring I WANT back. Countless
other ‘holies’ used the energy of the stings to do the manipulation of the
physical, which the birth of I WANT had taken away. Slowly, the threads
of destiny were woven into the fabric of existence. The ‘holies’ were taken
12
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by the Angelicans to the stars, and the plot of I AM became a journey of
destiny. In those places where I AM became known, the manipulation of
chance was more assured, but never complete. Always did choice affect the
outcome of intersections between destiny and the ripples of evil emanating
from the stings of greed.
“These places were the Angelicans’ last stop on their journey throughout the whole of the universe. All of their stops and their presences were to
influence the outcome of events far into the future, here.”
The Teacher gestured about her.
“To these stops along the Brood’s destined course did they come.
Threads of destiny numbering more than there were stars in all of the
heavens. I AM lamented the pain that must be inflicted on all life in this
galaxy, but for I WANT to be brought back, it must be suffered, and I AM
would suffer it right along with those that I WANT destroyed.
“Also would I AM lament for the souls that did not come back, but
chose to stay within I WANT’s influence after separating in death. Generation after generation, I AM shaped the life here. Those that performed
well had many offspring and the ‘holies’ bolstered the children to shape the
tools needed. It would be the ultimate gamble, for the lives here had to be
very short to encourage the haste and savagery that would be needed. Then
it was time, and I AM allowed the blanknesses to be felt again. Stings of
greed showered the universe!”
The children screamed.

13

Chapter 1

A Thread of Destiny
0345, 1 April 1970
Las Cruces, NM
(((  )))

The rear of the taxi smelled of fear, vomit, and despair when Abigale
MacLee slid her gravid body into it. Despite the stench, she chuckled to
herself at the convivial radio banter between the driver and his dispatcher.
It eased her on the way to the hospital. At the traffic light on the corner of
Main Street and University Avenue the next contraction hit her.
“Hey lady! Are you okay?”
“Contraction!”
“In labor?”
“Yes, about twenty minutes apart.”
“Okay, lady, just relax and breathe. I will get you there soon.”
“Thank you, driver.”
“Yes, Ma’am.” He gunned the engine with the changing of the light,
and was halfway through the intersection when the drunk hit them at fifty
miles an hour. The cab pinwheeled across the rest of the intersection and
14
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when its tires came up against the curbing, the little economy car rolled
upside down into the full irrigation canal paralleling Main Street.
The Pakistani driver expired as a fragment of the little plaster bust of the
Paltisin Face of Shiva glued to the dashboard crashed through his skull. For
him this may have been a blessing, for he was spared the terror of drowning
with his legs hopelessly entwined in what was left of the operating controls
for the little Chinese car. In the rear, Abigale was thrown back and forth
against the dividing screen. When the little car came to rest, the irrigation
water started to pour in. Frantically, Abigale tried to open the doors, but
the car was wedged firmly into the ditch with the water level rising.
“Please God, give me hope for my baby,” she prayed.

***  ***

It was almost to the end of her shift when the flashing light of an
incoming call got the dispatcher’s attention. “This is 911. What is your
emergency?”
‘This is Valley Security Services. I’m showing an intrusion alarm at the
Main Street Stationary Store.’
“I’ll send the police right away.”
‘Thanks, Sheila. Are you going to come over for dinner Thursday?’
“Yes we’ll be there Dolores, eight o’clock, right?”
‘We’ll be expecting you.’
“Car 67, Dispatch. Alarm at 3416 South Main.”
‘Copy dispatch.’
15
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“911. What is your emergency?”
‘Hello, my name is Althea Gibson.’
“Yes, Ms. Gibson, how can I help you?”
‘Well, I thought someone should know that there is a crashed car outside my window.’
“I show you at 3415 South Main Street?”
‘Yes, Ma’am.’
“Okay Ms. Gibson, I already have the police on the way.”
‘Oh good, I don’t think they can last much longer.’
“Thank you, Ma’am.” Dolores plugged into the next call. They always
came in on top of each other in these situations. “911. What is your emergency?”
‘Hi. I’m on University Avenue and I just saw a pickup truck crash into
a building half a block north of the intersection with Main Street.’
“Are there any injuries?”
‘I can’t tell, I can’t get over there.’
“Thank you, sir. Car 67, Dispatch, be advised there are reports of a
crashed vehicle at the scene.”
‘Car 67 copies.’
“911. What is your emergency?”
‘Hey, there’s a car on fire at the corner of Main Street and University.’
“Understand a car on fire, is there anyone inside?”
‘I can’t tell, it’s a pickup stuck into the side of a store.’
16
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“Car 67, Dispatch. Reports have a vehicle fire in progress, fire services
being dispatched.”
‘Dispatch, Car 67, I’m here and it’s a big fire. Be advised that the driver
is dead and we need the coroner.’
“Copy the need for the coroner, 67. I’ll call in Dr. Candles.”
‘If you can wake him up.’
“Not a problem tonight, Carl. He’s at the hospital already.”
‘Midnight hangnail?’
“Don’t know, mijo. Locator just says he’s at Veterans’. But I’ll call ‘em
up and have him informed.”

(((  )))

And then she heard it ... or did she? In the combination of pain and
terror, she couldn’t be sure, but she thought she heard a siren. “Please God,
let them hurry. Save my child.” The next contraction not only pulled her
under, but she also felt the gush of warmth as her placental waters broke.
The very stuff of life was diluted into the fetid wash of the irrigation canal.
The contractions were almost continuous now. Try as she might, however, breath control was impossible. There was not enough room for her to
relax as the Lamaze classes said she should. Getting even a single breath was
all that she could do. The next one stabbed Abigale hard and pulled her under the surface once more. Fighting the pain she prayed, “Dear God, please
help my baby.” Warmth kindled itself in the middle of Abigale’s chest and
17
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spread quickly throughout her body. The strangeness of the feeling calmed
her. As her mouth and nose broke the surface she heard it: a voice, calm
and loving, from deep within her soul.
“[Breathe]!” And she did.
There was a minuscule crack in the floorboard through which she could
see the tiniest sliver of light from the full moon. It was lighter now, not the
steady light of morning, but the flickering light and shadow of a wildfire.
Abigale felt the surge of panic begin to well up within her, but the voice
said again.
“[Breathe].”

***  ***

“911. What is your emergency?”
‘I’m not sure; all of my windows just came crashing in on me.’
“I show your location as the 1100 block of University Ave. Is this correct?”
‘Yes, Ma’am’
“Are you injured?”
‘No, Ma’am, just some small cuts, but my apartment looks like King
Kong had a temper tantrum in here.’
“Understood! Sir, there is a major fire around the corner from you.”
‘Yeah, I can see it now. Those flames must be a hundred feet high.’
“Yes sir. If you’re not seriously injured …”
18
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‘Oh no, Ma’am, I’m okay. I just thought I should tell someone.’
“Thank you sir, good night.”
‘Dispatch, Car 67.’
“Dispatch.”
‘Dispatch, we’ve had an explosion here, looks like maybe a propane
tank or something went up. We’re going to need more ambulances and fire
trucks.’
“Copy 67, I’m also calling in city utilities.”
‘Good thinking, Dispatch.’
“You’re welcome, 67. Hello, this is 911. What is your emergency?”
‘Sheila, this is Dr. Candles up at the hospital.’
“Yes Doctor, what can I do for you?”
‘Listen Sheila, I’ve been waiting for one of my patients and she hasn’t
shown yet.’
“Coming by ambulance?”
‘No, she’s in labor, but was not acute when I spoke to her and told her
to come in.’
“Well Doc, no one has called about a pregnant woman. Just about everyone is down at Main and University with that explosion.”
‘Explosion?’
“Yeah, some idiot crashed into a strip mall and it’s burning big time.”
‘Anyone hurt?’

19
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“Yes sir. At least one dead, and they called for more ambulances just
now.”
‘Oh, my. You’ll need me there as coroner. Do I need to go right away
or can it wait a while?’
“Eventually we’ll need you there, but if there are as many injured as it
sounds, you’ll be needed at the hospital more, first.”
‘I’ll call up Billy to come help up here, so I can get down there.’
“Thank you, Doctor.”

(((  )))

Me Kong Delta, Vietnam
They had been chasing the little gook for over an hour before Marine
Captain Jason MacLee took his shot. He took satisfaction in seeing it hit
home, and the black-clad form drop like a sack of rotten rice.
“Gook down!” he shouted, keeping aim on the spot in the trail where
the man fell. Sputtering curses told him that the target was still alive. Prudence caused the Captain to flick the shot selector on his M-16 to full auto
as he stalked closer to the Chinese infiltrator. The exploding breech of the
man’s cheap weapon made the stocky American drop instinctively to the
ground and rip off a five shot burst at the piece of trail where the noise had
come from.
The spy was still alive. Jason’s burst had connected with only one round.
The small caliber jacketed slug had passed cleanly through the fleshy part
of the left forearm right between the radius and ulna. The original shot,
20
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however, had shattered the man’s knee. C platoon’s medical corpsman had
fixed bandages over the more persistently bleeding spots, and fitted an IV
needle into the right elbow.
Jason was looking over the prisoner’s effects, specifically an oilskin
document pouch. His knowledge of written Chinese was quite limited,
but he deciphered part of one page enough to call it an operations order.
That made this the bastard that MacLee had been after for three months.
The pouch had also contained a crude map that he thought might indicate
‘Commie’ tunnels and safe houses in the area. He had already decided to
try to get the man medevaced for the PR value to the politicians and chair
warmers in Saigon. A stretcher was being cobbled together by three of the
more handy members of the platoon, in the correct belief that if they expended the energy making it, then the others who just stood around with
their thumbs up their asses would have to carry it. After draining off half of
his canteen he waved his men to saddle up and did indeed pick four of the
‘thumbs up it club’ to carry the litter.
“Only two miles to the nearest L.Z. gentlemen. Let’s see if we can get
there in more or less one piece. Garbanzo Bean! You got point!” The first
squad started retracing their way back through the triple canopy jungle toward a small clearing where the medevac chopper could set down to collect
their prisoner. Jason preceded the litter as it started back up the trail.

***  ***

“911. What is your emergency?
‘Hi, Sheila. This is Nurse Labelle at Veterans’ Hospital.’
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“Yes, Ma’am.”
‘I’m calling for Dr. Candles.’
“Yes, Ma’am.”
‘Dr. Candles would like for you to send someone over to the MacLee’s
house and check on Mrs. MacLee.’
“Is that the woman he called me about earlier?”
‘Yes, it is.’
“Do you have an address?”
‘Yes, it’s 1157 Monte Vista.’
“Okay Ms. Labelle. I’ll send someone over for a welfare check.”
‘Oh thank you, my dear.’
“All in the name of serving the public.”

(((  )))

The next contraction was different than the last one. There seemed to
be an urgency building within her, and the desire to push the baby out.
“[NO]!” The voice was deafening. “[Breathe]!”
In, out. In, out.

***  ***
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“911. What is your emergency?”
‘I need the cops right now! I think he’s finally killed her.’
“Slow down, sir. First who are you?”
‘Oh, I’m sorry. This is Father Ramirez, over at Our Lady of Mourning
Church.’
“Yes, Father. Now exactly who is killing who?”
‘That heaven-forsaken Winston Ortiz. He’s beating up on his wife
again, and I heard lots of breaking glass and screams.’
“Okay, Father, where are they?”
‘It’s across the street at the apartment over top of Goode’s bar.’
“Alright, Father, I’ll have someone there pronto.”
‘Bless you my daughter.’
“Anytime, Father. Car 45, Dispatch.”
‘Car 45.’
“45, I have a report of domestic violence at Goode’s bar.”
‘Beating her up again, eh?’
“Seems so, 45.”
‘Okay Sheila, I’m in the MacLee’s house, and there’s no one here.’
“Copy 45. Go on over to Goode’s bar and see what’s up.”
‘Copy, Dispatch. Car 45, out.’

(((  )))
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Pressure suddenly eased and Abigale started to breathe a sigh of relief
when she realized that the easing was because the baby had come out. She
could feel the tiny limbs brushing across her legs and belly.
“My baby.” Abigale reached for the child and …
“[NO! Breathe!]”
“But my child!”
“[Breathe! Breathe! Breathe for the both of you!]” And Abigale did
breathe.
In, out. In, out.

(((  )))

Seventeen men, including Captain Jason MacLee, had passed up the
trail and stepped within inches of the ancient French land mine. The litter
bearers however, were walking a wider track and the second man on the
right side stepped directly on it.
The mine may have been ancient, but it was in perfect working order.
Private Tibbons was torn apart. The Chinese prisoner was thrown fifty feet
up into the trees coming to rest bent in half over a branch with four feet of
litter pole sticking out of his back. Private Sherman Francis Walthram III
lived only an instant longer. Legless from the knees down, he was hurled
aside and the last thing he saw was a gathering of branches that looked
exactly like a huge hand giving him the finger. The young man’s face impacted on the ‘wrist’ of the ‘hand’. Walthram Shipyard would have to be
passed down to his younger brother.
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Corporal Feldman would survive losing his right leg at mid-thigh, the
left one at the knee, and his right arm turned into jelly. Private Lynch
kept all of his pieces, but his back was shattered from the L-1 vertebra on
down.
Fire lanced through Captain MacLee’s groin as a spinning piece of the
mine tore through his scrotum, castrating him. It also sliced through the
hamstrings and nerve bundles of his left leg before nicking the femoral
artery. The lights went out when his face hit the jungle floor. He never felt
the bite from the little red and green snake that he startled before rolling
over and squashing it.

***  ***

“911. What is the emergency?”
‘Sheila, this is Dr. Candles again.’
“Yes, Doctor, what can I do for you?”
‘Did you ever find my patient?’
“Your what?”
‘My patient, damn-it-all! I asked Nurse Labelle to call you about it.’
“Oh yes, sir, Mrs. MacLee.”
‘Yes, Mrs. MacLee. Did you find her?’
“No sir, she wasn’t there when Officer Brewer stopped by.”
‘Hmm. Well if she came in and saw all the carnage here, I wouldn’t be
surprised if she fled to El Paso to have her baby.’
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“Yes sir. It’s been one hell of a night in this little berg, Doc.”
‘Very well. Tell the head man on the scene that I’ll be there as soon as
I get cleaned up a bit. I don’t think the dead will mind a few more minutes.’

(((  )))

A clinging lassitude came over Abigale as she breathed. Her eyes closed
and she thought of her husband fighting a war in a country she couldn’t
even find on the damned map. The child twitched and kicked. Unconsciously Abigale reached out …
“[Not yet! Breathe!]”
In, out. In, out.

(((  )))

Jason came to briefly when they were loading him into the chopper.
Heavy down-drafts from the twin rotors whipped the loose ends of the
bandages, tugging painfully at the wounds below. He knew that he was
hurt, and that he was on the way to the best doctors in the world. But beyond that, his brain would not go. Morphine, lots and lots of morphine.
Attempting a roll call of his various parts, to assess the damage, took
some time. Starting with the fingers of the right hand, one by one they
answered the command to flex. Shifting his attention to the left hand made
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him momentarily dizzy. Jason paused half way, at mid chest, and closed his
eyes for a moment to clear the feeling. When he opened them …

***  ***

“911. What is your emergency?”
‘Good morning, young lady. This is Althea Gibson.’
“Yes, Mrs. Gibson. How can I help you?”
‘I called earlier about the car wrecked in front of my house.’
“Yes Ma’am. The fire is all the way out but the chief tells me that the
clean up will take some hours yet.”
‘Oh my dear girl, I’m not talking about the truck.’
“You’re not?”
‘Heavens no. I’m talking about the taxi-cab in the irrigation ditch.’
“What taxi-cab?”
‘The one I called about. It’s still there upside down in the ditch outside
my window.’
“Car 67, Dispatch.”
‘Car 67.’
“Hey Carl, I just had a woman on the line who says there is a taxi-cab
upside-down in the ditch across the street from you.”
‘In the ditch, Sheila?’
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“Yes, and it’s been there all night. In fact, the original call came in at the
same time as your fiery crash.”
‘Okay Sheila, let me train my spot light over there.’

(((  )))

Light! Not sunlight, and not the flickering firelight of earlier, but light
just the same reflecting through the car’s window. Abigale looked down
into the irrigation water and by this feeble new glow caught her first sight
of her baby, she had a son!

{{{  }}}
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